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Chapter 3 

Your NDI Results

This chapter describes the different files you will receive 
on the NDI Search Results CD. Before you begin 
working with these files, NCHS strongly recommends 
that you also review Chapter 4 for suggestions on how to 
assess your results.

Overview of NDI Output Files
•	 The NDI system generates eight basic output files for 

each NDI search. If you opted for NDI Plus service, 
you will receive two additional files containing the 
cause of death codes for your closer or more likely 
NDI matches. These two files also contain complete 
lists of the ICD–9 and ICD–10 cause of death codes.

•	 Five of the 10 files are in PDF table formats and 
five are in standard text formats. All are stored on 
a CD–ROM entitled, “NDI Search Results.” A brief 
description of each NDI output file is presented in 
Exhibit 3. 

•	 The following five NDI output files are in PDF format 
to be printed at your discretion:

◊ User File Edit Results [ EDITS ]

◊ Summary Retrieval Statistics [ SUMMARY ]

◊ NDI Retrieval Report [ REPORT ]

◊ Cause of Death Report [ PRTCAUSE ]

◊ Death Certificate Request Forms  
[ REQFORMS ]

•	 After you review the content and size of each of these 
files, decide which you want to print, either partially 
or completely. When printing these files, use the 
landscape format and, if necessary, reduce the size of 
your margins or fonts to capture all information.

•	 The following two files are in text file format for 
those users who submit a large number of records 
and who prefer to use their own software to assess 
the NDI results:

◊ Combined File of Matching User and NDI 
Records [ COMBINED ]

◊ Cause of Death File [ CAUSE ]

•	 The files labeled MATCH, NOMATCH, and 
REJECTS contain only the 100-character records 
that you submitted. These three files are in text file 
format. Your records are distributed among these 
files depending on whether they were involved in at 
least one NDI match, not involved in any matches, or 
rejected by the NDI edit program.

•	 Your package will also contain the CD you submitted 
for the NDI search. Your identifying information 
and the NDI search results are backed up on CDC’s 
computers until NDI staff determine that your NDI 
search has been successfully completed.

•	 The remainder of this chapter describes each of the 
10 NDI output files.
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Exhibit 3

NDI Output File Descriptions

Each file name begins with a user’s NDI Search Number, followed by a period and a file name identifier (e.g., 
2012-X099.EDITS, 2012-X099.SUMMARY, etc.). The last column of the table below indicates which files are 
PDF files and which are text files. NOTE: Each file on the CD that contains the NDI Search Results may not 
always have the PDF or text file extensions appearing at the end of the file. If you submit a large volume of 
records, the following three files may contain only a partial listing of the search results: EDITS, REPORT, 
PRTCAUSE, and REQFORMS.

FILE NAME FILE DESCRIPTION FILE  TYPE

EDITS Edit Results [ EDITS ]—List of rejected user records and statistics 
on the completeness and quality of each data item.

PDF

SUMMARY Summary Retrieval Statistics [ SUMMARY ]—Statistics on the 
number of matches, multiple matches, and matches by state of 
death.

PDF

REPORT NDI Retrieval Report [ REPORT ]—User records and correspond-
ing NDI record matches, in preprinted format with column headings. 
Intended solely for the visual inspection of matches.

PDF

COMBINED Combined File of Matching User and NDI Records  
[ COMBINED ]—User record information appears in positions 
1–100; NDI record information (from the Retrieval Report) appears in 
positions 101–178. A separate combined record is created for each 
multiple match. This file is intended solely for designing computer 
programs to assess a large number of matches. It contains probabi-
listic scoring in positions 172–178.

Text:

178 positions

CAUSE * Cause-of-Death File [ CAUSE ]—Contains only those possible NDI 
record matches that are ranked first or assigned a high probabilistic 
score. Positions 1–178 are identical to those in the COMBINED file. 
Positions 180–438 contain the coded causes of death.

Text:

438 positions

PRTCAUSE * Cause-of-Death Report [ PRTCAUSE ]—Intended to be printed 
solely for the visual inspection of the coded causes of death for the 
same NDI record matches included in the CAUSE file. 

PDF

REQFORMS Death Certificate Request Forms [ REQFORMS ]—List of NDI re-
cord matches by STATE to be used when requesting copies of death 
certificates. Each state vital statistics office has a separate form.

PDF

MATCH MATCHING User Records [ MATCH ]—User records involved in 
matches, in the same record format as submitted by the user.

Text:

100 positions

NOMATCH NONMATCHING User Records [ NOMATCH ]—User records not 
involved in matches with any NDI records, in the same record format 
as submitted by the user.

Text: 

100 positions

REJECTS REJECTED User Records [ REJECTS ]—User records rejected 
by the NDI edit program and not included in the NDI search, in the 
same record format as submitted by the user.

Text: 

100 positions

*Provided only to NDI users who request the NDI Plus service to obtain cause-of-death codes.
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Exhibit 4

User File Edit Results [ EDITS ]
All names and other data elements used in this exhibit are hypothetical.
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User File Edit Results [ EDITS ]—Cont.
All names and other data elements used in this exhibit are hypothetical.

Exhibit 4

Edit Results [ EDITS ]
1. The EDITS file is intended only for you to view 

or print. It is a PDF file. Use the landscape print 
format and reduce margin widths if necessary. A 
sample of the edit results is shown in Exhibit 4.

2. It is important to review your Edit Results first, to 
confirm that each of the data items you submitted 
met NDI specifications and to determine if any 
of your records were rejected, and why. The 
edit results will provide you with the following 
information:

•	 A listing of your rejected records with a reason 
for the rejection.

•	 The total number and percentage of rejected 
records.

•	 Statistics on the overall completeness of each 
data item.

•	 Statistics on the accuracy of each data item 
(i.e., how many records contained data that 
were out of range).

3. The file(s) of records you submit for an NDI 
file search are first run against the NDI edit 
program to determine whether your file conforms 
to NDI file format requirements and coding 
specifications, described in Chapter 2. If your 
data file has significant problems, the data will be 
returned to you for revision and resubmission at 
no extra charge.

4. User records rejected by the edit program are 
not eligible for an NDI search. To be eligible for 
an NDI search, a record must contain at least one 
of the following combinations of data items:

•	 FIRST and LAST NAME and SOCIAL 
SECURITY NUMBER

•	 FIRST and LAST NAME and MONTH and 
YEAR OF BIRTH

•	 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER and DATE 
OF BIRTH and SEX
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Summary Retrieval Statistics [ SUMMARY ]
The SUMMARY file is a PDF file intended only for 
you to view or print. Use the landscape print format 
and reduce margin widths if necessary.

This file contains a two-page report (see Exhibit 5) that 
provides the following summary information about 
your NDI file search:

1. Your assigned NDI search number and the date 
of the search. (The search date is not shown in 
Exhibit 5.)

2. The year(s) of death that your records were 
searched against and the total number of NDI 
records searched.

3. The number of NDI RECORDS involved in 
possible record matches (i.e., satisfying any one 
of the seven NDI matching criteria). Also shown 
is the number of possible record matches that 
were EXACT matches (i.e., ALL items provided 
on the user record agreed exactly with the items 
on the matching NDI record).

4. The total number of user records you submitted, 
the number of your records involved in possible 
matches, the number of nonmatching records, 
and the number of your records rejected by the 
NDI edit program.

5. The extent to which user records were involved 
in multiple matches with NDI records (i.e., how 
many user records matched with only one NDI 
record, how many matched with exactly two 
NDI records, and so on, up to how many user 
records matched with 11 or more NDI records). 
NOTE: Data on the number of multiple possible 
matches are intended only to show you how many 
possible matches can be generated by the NDI’s 
liberal matching criteria. The matching criteria 
are designed to maximize the number of TRUE 
matches that are generated (listed), but this 
process requires that you expend time and effort 
to carefully assess your NDI results to ensure that 
you select only the correct matches.

6. The number of NDI records involved in possible 
matches by state of death.
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Exhibit 5

Summary Retrieval Statistics [ SUMMARY ]
All data elements used in this exhibit are hypothetical.
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Exhibit 5

Summary Retrieval Statistics [ SUMMARY ]—Cont.
All data elements used in this exhibit are hypothetical.
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NDI Retrieval Report [ REPORT ]
NOTE: If you decide to use computer software to assess 
the quality of NDI record matches or to manipulate 
the NDI output, use the record format provided in the 
“Combined File of Matching User and NDI Records” 
(file name = COMBINED).

The NDI Retrieval Report [ REPORT ] file is a PDF file 
intended only for you to print in landscape print format. 
Reduce margin widths if necessary.

The Retrieval Report is the primary output of an NDI 
file search. This report indicates which user records are 
involved in possible record matches with one or more 
NDI records. These possible matches are based on the 
seven matching criteria detailed at the beginning of 
Chapter 4. Major features of the REPORT file are:

1. Only your user records that generate possible 
record matches with NDI records (according 
to the seven matching criteria) are listed in the 
Retrieval Report. Your user records are listed in 
the same sequence in which you submitted them. 
User records that do not generate any possible 
NDI record matches are not included in the 
REPORT file. If you submit a large volume of 
records, your REPORT file may only contain a 
partial listing of your matching results.

2. The Retrieval Report first shows the information 
contained on the user record, followed by a listing 
of the NDI record or records that were identified 
as possible record matches.

3. More than one possible NDI record match may be 
generated for a particular user record. Several user 
records and their associated possible NDI record 
matches are listed in the sample Retrieval Report 
shown in Exhibit 6.

4. Information on each possible NDI record match 
includes state of death, death certificate number, 
and date of death. Next is indicated which data 
items on the NDI record agreed or disagreed with 
data items on your user record.

5. NDI record matches are listed in ranked order 
based solely on the number of data items that 
are in agreement with those on the user record. 
The NDI record match containing the greatest 
number of matching data items is listed first. In 
addition, if all nine digits of the Social Security 
number agree, that NDI record would be listed 
first.

6. When ALL of the data items provided on your 
user record agree exactly with the related items 
on an NDI record, the NDI record match will be 
listed with an asterisk (*) in the left margin. This 
does not imply that the NDI record is a true or 
correct match, especially if you provided only 
a limited number of data items on the subject’s 
record, or if the subject had a common name.

7. To properly assess your NDI results, it is 
important to become very familiar with the 
abbreviations and symbols used in the Retrieval 
Report. A description of the abbreviations and 
symbols is presented in Exhibit 6A. Geographic 
codes and abbreviations are listed in Exhibit 2B. 
Additional information regarding the assessment 
of your NDI results is provided in Chapter 4.

8. If you submit a large number of records, you may 
find even the partial printout of this entire file 
too cumbersome to use. You may need to use the 
COMBINED file described in the next section.
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Exhibit 6

NDI Retrieval Report [ REPORT ]
All names and other data elements used in this exhibit are hypothetical.
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Exhibit 6A

Column heading abbreviations

Abbreviation Definition
 LN/FS The LAST NAME (LN) supplied on the user record is compared with the FATHER’S  

SURNAME (FS) on the NDI record. This column is relevant only when SEX is female 
AND the user does not supply a FATHER’S SURNAME. A dash (-) appears in this 
column whenever this check is not performed; that is, whenever (a) sex is male 
or unknown or (b) father’s surname is supplied on the user’s record (for a direct 
comparison with the father’s surname on the NDI record).

AGE Age at death (actual or estimated)

YR Year(s)

MO Month(s)

WK Week(s)

DY Day(s)

HR Hour(s)

MI Minutes(s)

SEX

M Male

F Female

MS Marital Satus

S Single

M Married

W Widowed

D Divorced

RACE

WH White

BL Black

IN Indian

CH Chinese

FI Filipino

JA Japanese

HA Hawaiian

OA Other Asian or Pacific Islander

ON Other nonwhite

Res State State of residence (see abbreviations in Exhibit 2B, Chapter 2)

Birth State State of birth (see abbreviations in Exhibit 2B, Chapter 2)

Symbols used within report

Symbols Definition
X User’s data item matches exactly with the comparable data item on the NDI record.

Blank Data item supplied by the user DOES NOT match the data item on the NDI record.

Retrieval Report (Abbreviations and Symbols)
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Exhibit 6A

Retrieval Report (Abbreviations and Symbols)—Cont.
Symbols used within report

Symbols Definition
? Insufficient information on the NDI record; data item was provided on the user record.

 - (dash) General usage: Data item NOT provided on user record; see exceptions below.†

* Asterisk in the left margin indicates that ALL data items provided on the user record match 
exactly with the related items on the NDI record.

N Names match only New York State Identification and Intelligence System (NYSIIS) phonetic 
codes; see http://www.dropby.com/NYSIIS.html.

I Only the first initials of the first names agreed on the user and NDI records. (The remaining 
characters of the first names on both records either did not agree or were not provided.)

B Middle initials were NOT provided on either the user record or the NDI record (i.e., BOTH 
fields were blank). This occurrence is treated as a match on middle initial and ASSUMES  
that the individual(s) did not have a middle name. (A “blank” signifies that middle initials 
were provided but did not agree. An “X” signifies agreement on the middle initials. A dash 
(-) signifies that a middle initial existed only on the NDI record, while a “?” signifies that the 
middle initial existed only on the user record.)

A The NDI record is an ALIAS record (also referred to as an “Also Known As” or “AKA” 
record).  Some states will create and submit more than one NDI record for a decedent 
whenever the death certificate indicates that the decedent went by more than one first name 
and/or last name.  The death certificate numbers on these NDI records will be the same, 
indicating only one death certificate on file in that state. (Beginning with deaths for 2010, NDI 
will also create two alias records if the main state death record is submitted with a dash (-) 
between two names in the last name field. Such state records, if listed as possible matches, 
will also have an “A” preceding the death certificate numbers.)

+01 The birth year on the NDI record is one year more than the birth year on the user record; for 
example, 1910 (NDI record) minus 1909 (user record) = +01. (Matching criteria 2 or 3 may 
have been satisfied; see Chapter 4.)

-01 The birth year on the NDI record is one year less than the birth year on the user record; for 
example, 1910 (NDI record) minus 1911 (user record) = -01. (Matching criteria 2 or 3 may 
have been satisfied; see Chapter 4.)

±02 through ±99 Difference between the years of birth on the NDI and user records. The four-digit birth year 
on the user record is always subtracted from the four-digit birth year on the NDI record. For 
example, 1905 (NDI record) minus 1920 (user) = -15 years.

>99 Difference between the BIRTH YEARS on the NDI record and the user record is greater 
than 99 years. For example, 2001 (NDI record) minus 1898 (user record) = 101 years or 
greater than 99 years.

•	 SSN: Specific digits of Social Security Number did not agree.

•	 SSN: When Social Security Number is not provided on user record, only one “-” is printed.

•	 Middle initial: No middle initial was provided on user record; however, a middle initial was provided on NDI 
record.

•	 LN/FS: No cross-check was performed between the LAST NAME (LN) on the user record and the 
FATHER’S SURNAME (FS) on the NDI record as described above.

†Exceptions for dashes:
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Combined File of Matching User and NDI 
Records [ COMBINED ]
Note: This file contains the same information on each 
possible match as presented in the Retrieval Report.

1. The COMBINED file is intended for those NDI 
users who receive a large number of possible NDI 
record matches and would like to write computer 
programs to assist them in assessing the quality 
of the matches. This file (containing 178-character 
records) is not intended to be printed or read on a 
personal computer screen.

2. This file combines the information provided on 
a user record with information on the matching 
NDI record(s). Each COMBINED record on this 
file contains information from only one user 
record and only one matching NDI record. A 
separate COMBINED record is created for each 
NDI record match listed for a given user record in 
the NDI Retrieval Report. In such instances, all of 
the information from the user record is repeated 
at the beginning of each COMBINED RECORD.

3. The record layout for the COMBINED file is 
presented in Exhibit 7.

4. The first 100 positions of each COMBINED 
record contain the actual data from the user 

record. Refer to Chapter 2, Exhibit 2, for more 
detailed information about the code structure for 
this portion of the COMBINED RECORD.

5. Positions 101–171 contain data related to the 
matching NDI record listed in the NDI Retrieval 
Report [ REPORT ] file. Refer to Retrieval 
Report Abbreviations and Symbols (Exhibit 6A) 
for more detailed information about the code 
structure for this portion of the COMBINED 
record.

6. Positions 172–178 of each COMBINED record 
contain probabilistic scoring information on each 
match. Refer to Appendix A for information on 
probabilistic scoring.

7. The COMBINED record contains the state of 
death (data element 14) as well as the state of 
death code (data element 15) to permit users to 
assess agreements between the state of death code 
and the codes for the state of residence or state of 
birth (data elements 9 and 10, respectively).

8. The COMBINED record also indicates whether 
multiple NDI record matches occurred for a 
particular user record. Refer to data element 
32 (matching sequence) and data element 33 
(number of possible NDI record matches).
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USER RECORD INFORMATION: Data elements 1–13, positions 1–100 
(Actual information provided by NDI user)

Data Elements Positions Code Structure

1. Name of person in study 
group:

Last name 1–20 Alpha, left justified (see Exhibit 2A, Chapter 2)

First name 21–35 Alpha, left justified (see Exhibit 2A, Chapter 2)

Middle initial 36 Alpha or blank

2. Social Security Number 37–45 Alpha/Numeric or blank

3. Date of birth:

Month 46–47 01–12, 99, or blanks

Day 48–49 01–31, 99, or blanks

Year 50–53 1850–20xx or blanks

4. Father’s surname 54–71 Alpha, left justified; or blanks (see Exhibit 2A, Chapter 2)

5. Age at death:

Unit 72 0–6, 9, or blanks (see Exhibit 2, element 5, Chapter 2)

Number of units 73–74 00–98, 99, or blanks (see Exhibit 2, element 5, Chapter 2)

6. Sex 75 1, 2, 9, M, F, or blank (see Exhibit 2, element 6, Chapter 2)

7. Race 76 0–8, 9, or blank (see Exhibit 2, element 7, Chapter 2)

8. Marital status 77 1–4, 9, or blank (see Exhibit 2, element 8, Chapter 2)

9. State of residence 78–79 01–57, 59, 99, or blanks (see Exhibit 2B, Chapter 2)

10. State of birth 80–81 01–57, 59, 99, or blanks (see Exhibit 2B, Chapter 2)

11. Control or sequence number 82–91 Alpha/Numeric, left justified. (If this field is blank on user’s 
(optional) record, NCHS assigns a sequence number.)

12. Optional user data 92–97 Alpha/Numeric, left justified; or blanks. User may provide 
information or codes to assess each match (e.g., date of last 
contact or date of death; see Exhibit 2, element 12).

13. Blank field 98–100 Blanks

 *SPECIAL NOTE: This record layout is identical to the first 178 positions of the CAUSE file (see Exhibit 8). 
However, all of the NDI matching records listed in the COMBINED file do not appear in the CAUSE file 
(see Cause of Death File).

Exhibit 7

Record Layout for Combined File [ COMBINED ]
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Exhibit 7

NDI RECORD INFORMATION: Data elements 14–33, positions 101–178 
(Information on matching NDI records)

Data Elements Positions Code Structure

14. State of death 101–112 Alpha, left justified

14A. Year of death 113–116 Beginning with death year 1979 (4-digit year)

15. State of death CODE 117–119 01–57, 59, left justified; 33C if New York City (see Exhibit 
2B, Chapter 2)

16. Alias indicator 120 “A” if an alias record; otherwise, blank

17. Death certificate number 121–126 Numeric (numbers are reassigned for each year of death)

18. Date of death:

Month 127–128 01–12

Day 129–130 01–31

Year (last 2 digits) 131–132 00–99

For items 19–31 (positions 133–165) below, see Exhibits 6 and 6A, Chapter 3

19. Name (NDI record):

First name 133–134 bX, bN, b?, lb, IN, bb (b = blank space) 

Middle initial 135 X, B, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

Last name 136 X, N, ?, b (b = blank space)

20. Father’s surname (NDI record) 137 X, N, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

21. Last name 
(on user record) compared 
with father’s surname  
(on NDI record)

138 X, N, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

22. Social Security Number 
(NDI record)

139–147 A string of 9 X’s and/or dashes (-) to show agreement 
or disagreement on each digit; or one dash in position 
143 (surrounded by blanks) to indicate that the SSN was 
not reported on user’s record; or a question mark (?) in 
position 143 to indicate that the SSN was not reported only 
on the NDI record.

23. Birth date (NDI record):

Month 148 X, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

Day 149 X, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

Year 150–152 Xbb, ?bb, -b (b = blank space) 
+01, -01, +02, -02, … +99, -99, >99 

24. Age at death (NDI record) 153 X, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

25. Sex  (NDI record) 154 X, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

26. Race (NDI record) 155 X, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

27. Marital status (NDI record) 156 X, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

28. State of residence 
(NDI record)

157 X, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

29. State of birth  (NDI record) 158 X, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

Record Layout for Combined File [ COMBINED ]—Cont.
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Exhibit 7

Record Layout for Combined File [ COMBINED ]—Cont.

Data Elements Positions Code Structure

30. Blank field 159–164 Blanks

31. Exact match indicator 165 Asterisk (*) or blank (An “*” means all items provided on 
the user record match exactly with the corresponding 
items on the NDI record.)

32. Matching sequence 166–168 001–050

This number indicates which multiple NDI record match 
is represented on this “User/NDI record” (e.g., 003 of 
010 possible NDI record matches). NOTE: Virtually all of 
the NDI records presented in the CAUSE file will be the 
first ranked NDI record match (e.g., 001 of 010 possible 
matches). The CAUSE file may also include a few 
matches that were NOT ranked first; however, each of 
these matches had a probabilistic score high enough for 
the match to be assigned a status code of “1” (true match; 
assumed dead); see data element 36, position 178 below.

33. Number of possible NDI record 
matches

169–171 001–050

This number indicates how many multiple NDI record 
matches were listed for a given user record (e.g., 003 
of 010 possible NDI record matches; also refer to data 
element 32 above).

PROBABILISTIC SCORING INFORMATION
(See Appendix A for more detailed information on 
probabilistic scoring.)

34. PROBABILISTIC SCORE 172–176

35. CLASS CODE 177 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5

36. STATUS CODE 178 0 = FALSE match (assumed alive) 
1 = TRUE match (assumed dead)
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Cause of Death File [ CAUSE ]
NOTE: DO NOT ACCESS THIS FILE FIRST. The 
NDI user must first access other NDI files to identify 
TRUE matches from all of the possible matches listed 
(see item 5). The CAUSE file does not contain all of  
the matches—it contains only those NDI matches (and 
their related cause of death codes) that were ranked 
first or had a high probabilistic score (see “Important 
Limitations” section).

If you selected true matches for which cause of death 
codes are not available on the CAUSE or PRTCAUSE 
files, contact NDI staff before attempting to purchase 
copies of death certificates. The staff may be able to 
provide you with the appropriate cause of death codes.

1. The NDI Plus CAUSE file does not appear on the 
NDI Results CD for those users who requested 
only a routine NDI search (which provides 
only the state of death, date of death, and death 
certificate number for each possible match). 

2. The CAUSE file contains 438 positions for each 
record, as described in Exhibit 8. The CAUSE file 
is not intended to be printed. It is a text file that 
can be used with your own software. Its primary 
use is to link the true matches identified in the 
COMBINED file with their cause of death codes 
in the CAUSE file.

3. The CAUSE file begins with the same 178-record 
format as the COMBINED file (positions 1–178). 
The remaining fields on the CAUSE file contain 
the coded causes of death (see positions 180–
438). The order of the user records listed in the 
CAUSE file will be the same as the order in the 
COMBINED file.

4. The underlying and multiple cause of death codes 
reported for deaths occurring from 1979 through 
1998 come from the International Classification of 
Diseases, Ninth Revision (ICD–9), while the cause 
of death codes for deaths occurring in 1999 and 
later come from the International Classification 
of Diseases, Tenth Revision (ICD–10). All ICD–9 

codes are three or four digits. All ICD–10 codes 
begin with an alpha character followed by two or 
three digits. NOTE: NDI results do not include 
decimals in the underlying and multiple cause 
of death codes. The decimal is implied between 
the third and fourth digits for ICD–9 codes and 
between the second and third digits for ICD–10 
codes.

5. The CD that contains your NDI results has a folder 
named “CAUSE CODES.” BEFORE OPENING 
THE FILES CONTAINING THE ICD–9 AND 
ICD–10 CODES, REFER TO APPENDIX B 
OF THIS USER’S GUIDE TO LEARN MORE 
ABOUT THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF CAUSE 
OF DEATH CODES. It is important that 
you understand the differences among the 
underlying cause of death codes, the entity-axis 
codes, and the record-axis codes. (This same 
Appendix B is included on your NDI Search 
Results CD and is named “Read Me First.”)

6. Before using the CAUSE file, the NDI user should 
determine which of the possible NDI record 
matches are likely to be true matches and which 
are only questionable matches. This may be done 
by accessing either of the following two files, 
depending on the overall number of possible NDI 
record matches you have to assess:

•	 NDI Retrieval Report [ REPORT ]

•	 Combined File of Matching User and NDI 
Records[ COMBINED ]

7. Once the true and questionable NDI record 
matches have been determined, the user can link 
these records to the CAUSE file to obtain the 
associated coded causes of death. The linkage may 
be performed based on the following fields on 
both the COMBINED and the CAUSE files:

•	 State of death code (positions 117–119)

•	 Death certificate number (positions 121–126)

•	 Year of death (positions 131–132)
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Important limitations
NDI is authorized to release only the coded causes of 
death for either of the following two types of NDI record 
matches: 

1. Matches that are ranked first in the NDI list 
of possible NDI record matches. NDI record 
matches are ranked based on the number of 
data items that agree, with a record containing 
an agreement on Social Security number always 
being ranked first. If you use the COMBINED 
file to assess the NDI matches, refer to positions 
166–168 to determine how the record was ranked. 
NOTE: Many matches that are ranked first can 
still be false matches.  

2. Any match (regardless of its rank) that has a 
high-enough probabilistic score to be assigned 
a Status Code of “1” (meaning true match; 
assumed dead). To determine whether an NDI 
record was assigned a Status Code of 1, refer to 
any of the following files: 

•	 NDI Retrieval Report [ REPORT ]—last 
printed column

•	 Combined File of Matching User and NDI 
Records [ COMBINED ]— position 178

•	 Cause of Death File [ CAUSE ]— position 178

•	 Cause of Death Report [ PRTCAUSE ]— last 
printed column

NOTE: Most NDI record matches that are good 
enough to be assigned a Status Code of 1 will 
also tend to be ranked first in the list of possible 
matches. However, the Status Codes are intended 
only as a guide for the NDI user. The probabilistic 
scoring system gives fairly conservative results. 
Consequently, most of the records assigned a Status 
Code of 1 will actually be TRUE matches, while a 
number of additional true matches may be found 
among those records assigned the Status Code of 0 
(meaning a false match; assumed alive). IT IS THE 
USER’S RESPONSIBILITY TO MAKE A FINAL 
DETERMINATION OF THE TRUE AND FALSE 
MATCHES. Refer to Appendix A for information on 
the assignment of probabilistic scores.

Other limitations
Illinois cause of death codes: Illinois state law prohibits 
the release of identifying cause of death information 
whenever selected causes of death appear on a death 
certificate. In such instances, the NDI Plus service is 
restricted from releasing any cause of death codes  
appearing on that record. This restriction pertains to 
only 1 percent of all the Illinois deaths occurring after 
1986. For these records, the underlying cause field will 
contain “N/A” to indicate that the code is not  
available. The multiple-cause fields will be left blank. 
(Note: Whenever Illinois releases copies of such death 
certificates, they are required by law to remove all the 
causes of death that appear on the document.)

Unlinkable cause of death information: Because of 
minor differences each year in the cutoff dates before 
the creation of the NDI file and the NCHS Multiple 
Cause of Death files, a few instances may occur in which 
coded cause of death information is not available for the 
matching NDI records. For these records, the  
underlying cause field will contain “N/A” to indicate that 
the code is not available. The multiple cause of death 
fields will be left blank. This is especially true for those 
few belated records that arrive after a particular year of 
death has been closed.

1981 and 1982 multiple-cause data: With the exception 
of calendar years 1981 and 1982, all deaths occurring 
annually in the United States are processed. Although 
underlying cause data have been processed for all 54 
registration areas, in 1981 and 1982 multiple-cause data 
were coded on only a 50 percent sample basis for deaths 
occurring in 19 registration areas. The remaining 35 
registration areas had multiple-cause data processed on 
a 100 percent basis in 1981 and 1982. (The registration 
areas are the 50 states, New York City, District of Co-
lumbia, Puerto Rico, and Virgin Islands.) The multiple-
cause data for the following 19 registration areas were 
coded for only a 50 percent sample of their 1981 and 
1982 deaths:

Alabama Illinois  Oklahoma

Arizona Indiana Rhode Island

Arkansas Kentucky Tennessee

California Montana Texas

Florida North Dakota Washington

Georgia Ohio West Virginia

Idaho
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Record Layout for Cause File [ CAUSE ]

USER RECORD INFORMATION: Data elements 1–13, positions 1–100 
(Actual information provided by NDI user)

Data Elements Positions Code Structure

1. Name of person in study 
group:

Last name 1–20 Alpha, left justified (see Exhibit 2A, Chapter 2)

First name 21–35 Alpha, left justified (see Exhibit 2A, Chapter 2)

Middle initial 36 Alpha or blank

2. Social Security Number 37–45 Alpha/Numeric or blank

3. Date of birth:

Month 46–47 01–12, 99, or blanks

Day 48–49 01–31, 99, or blanks

Year 50–53 1850–20xx or blanks

4. Father’s surname 54–71 Alpha, left justified; or blanks (see Exhibit 2A, Chapter 2)

5. Age at death:

Unit 72 0–6, 9, or blanks (see Exhibit 2, element 5, Chapter 2)

Number of units 73–74 00–98, 99, or blanks (see Exhibit 2, element 5, Chapter 2)

6. Sex 75 1, 2, 9, M, F, or blank (see Exhibit 2, element 6, Chapter 2)

7. Race 76 0–8, 9, or blank (see Exhibit 2, element 7, Chapter 2)

8. Marital status 77 1–4, 9, or blank (see Exhibit 2, element 8, Chapter 2)

9. State of residence 78–79 01–57, 59, 99, or blanks (see Exhibit 2B, Chapter 2)

10. State of birth 80–81 01–57, 59, 99, or blanks (see Exhibit 2B, Chapter 2)

11. Control or sequence number 82–91 Alpha/Numeric, left justified. (If this field is blank on user’s 
(optional) record, NCHS assigns a sequence number.)

12. Optional user data 92–97 Alpha/Numeric, left justified; or blanks. User may provide 
information or codes to assess each match (e.g., date of last 
contact or date of death; see Exhibit 2, element 12).

13. Blank field 98–100 Blanks

NOTE:  Positions 1–178 are identical to “Exhibit 7: Record Layout for the COMBINED File.”

Exhibit 8
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Record Layout for Cause File [ CAUSE ]—Cont.

NDI RECORD INFORMATION: Data elements 14–33, positions 101–178 
(Information on matching NDI records)

Data Elements Positions Code Structure

14. State of death 101–112 Alpha, left justified

14A. Year of death 113–116 Beginning with death year 1979 (4-digit year)

15. State of death CODE 117–119 01–57, 59, left justified; 33C if New York City (see Exhibit 
2B, Chapter 2)

16. Alias indicator 120 “A” if an alias record; otherwise, blank

17. Death certificate number 121–126 Numeric (numbers are reassigned for each year of death)

18. Date of death:

Month 127–128 01–12

Day 129–130 01–31

Year (last 2 digits) 131–132 00–99

For items 19–31 (positions 133–165) below, see Exhibit 6 and 6A, Chapter 3

19. Name (NDI record):

First name 133–134 bX, bN, b?, lb, IN, bb (b = blank space) 

Middle initial 135 X, B, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

Last name 136 X, N, ?, b (b = blank space)

20. Father’s surname (NDI record) 137 X, N, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

21. Last name 
(on user record) compared 
with father’s surname  
(on NDI record)

138 X, N, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

22. Social Security Number 
(NDI record)

139–147 A string of 9 Xs and/or dashes (-) to show agreement 
or disagreement on each digit; or one dash in position 
143 (surrounded by blanks) to indicate that the SSN was 
not reported on user’s record; or a question mark (?) in 
position 143 to indicate that the SSN was not reported only 
on the NDI record.

23. Birth date (NDI record):

Month 148 X, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

Day 149 X, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

Year 150–152 Xbb, ?bb, -b (b = blank space) 
+01, -01, +02, -02, … +99, -99, >99 

24. Age at death (NDI record) 153 X, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

25. Sex  (NDI record) 154 X, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

26. Race (NDI record) 155 X, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

27. Marital status (NDI record) 156 X, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

28. State of residence 
(NDI record)

157 X, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

29. State of birth  (NDI record) 158 X, ?, -, b (b = blank space)

30. Blank field 159–164 Blanks

Exhibit 8
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Exhibit 8

Record Layout for Cause File [ CAUSE ]—Cont.

Data Elements Positions Code Structure

31. Exact match indicator 165 Asterisk (*) or blank (An “*” means all items provided on 
the user record match exactly with the corresponding 
items on the NDI record.)

32. Matching sequence 166–168 001–050

This number indicates which multiple NDI record match 
is represented on this “User/NDI record” (e.g., 003 of 
010 possible NDI record matches). NOTE: Virtually all of 
the NDI records presented in the CAUSE file will be the 
first ranked NDI record match (e.g., 001 of 010 possible 
matches). The CAUSE file may also include a few 
matches that were NOT ranked first; however, each of 
these matches had a probabilistic score high enough for 
the match to be assigned a status code of “1” (true match; 
assumed dead); see data element 36, position 178 below.

33. Number of possible NDI record 
matches

169–171 001–050

This number indicates how many multiple NDI record 
matches were listed for a given user record (e.g., 003 
of 010 possible NDI record matches; also refer to data 
element 32 above).

PROBABILISTIC SCORING INFORMATION
(See Appendix A for more detailed information on 
probabilistic scoring.)

34. PROBABILISTIC SCORE 172–176

35. CLASS CODE 177 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5

36. STATUS CODE 178 0 = FALSE match (assumed alive) 
1 = TRUE match (assumed dead)

37. Blank field 179 Blank
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Exhibit 8

Record Layout for Cause File [ CAUSE ]—Cont.

CAUSE OF DEATH CODES: Data elements 38–83, positions 180–438 
NOTE: ICD–9 codes are used for 1979–1998 deaths. ICD–10 codes are used for deaths beginning 1999 and 
begin with alpha characters. When cause of death codes are NOT available, positions 180–183 will contain 
N/A and positions 184–438 will be blank.

UNDERLYING CAUSE OF DEATH 180–194 These four fields contain the ICD code for the underlying 
cause of death and recodes of the ICD code into selected 
groups.

Data Elements Positions Code Structure

38. Underlying Cause of Death 
Code: ICD codes (9th or 10th 
Revisions)

Refer to Appendix B for 
more information about the 
Underlying Cause of Death 
Code and the recodes 
assigned by NCHS. (Note: The 
recodes are usually not used by 
researchers using NDI.)

180–183 (1) Sources: World Health Organization. Manual of the 
International Classification of Diseases, Injuries, and 
Causes of Death, based on recommendations of the 
Ninth Revision Conference, 1975. Geneva: World Health 
Organization. 1977.

(2) World Health Organization. International Statistical 
Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems, 
Tenth Revision. Geneva: World Health Organization. 1992. 
(Refer to your NDI Search Results CD for files of all ICD 
codes.)

NOTE: Whenever the ICD code has four positions, an 
implied decimal occurs after the third position. Position 
183 is blank for those causes that do not have a fourth 
digit. Also note that the ICD–9 codes for External Causes 
of Death are actually E800–E999; however, for data 
processing purposes, NCHS never includes the letter “E” 
in positions 180–183. Any 800–999 codes in positions 
180–183 are external cause codes. Do not confuse these 
external cause codes with the ICD–9 Nature of Injury 
codes (800–999), which can appear only in the multiple 
cause data fields for entity-axis conditions (positions 197–
336) and for record-axis conditions (positions 339–438). 
Nature of Injury codes are never used for the underlying 
cause of death. (Refer to your NDI Search Results CD for 
a separate list of ICD–9 Nature of Injury Codes; ICD–10 
Nature of Injury codes range from S00–T98.)

39. 282 ICD–9  
or 358 ICD–10 
Cause Recode

184–188 A recode of the ICD–9 or ICD–10 cause code into 282 or 
358 groups for use in NCHS publications. (Refer to your 
NDI Search Results CD for a complete list of recodes and 
the causes included.)

Code ranges: ICD–9 (00100–35800), not inclusive; 
ICD–10 (00100– 45600), not inclusive.
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Exhibit 8

Record Layout for Cause File [ CAUSE ]—Cont.

Data Elements Positions Code Structure

40. 72 ICD–9  
or 113 ICD–10  
Cause Recode

 189–191 A recode of the ICD–9 or ICD–10 cause code into 72 or 
113 groups for use in NCHS publications. (Refer to your 
NDI Search Results CD for a complete list of these 
recodes.)

Code ranges: ICD–9 (010–840), not inclusive; ICD–10 
(001–135), not inclusive.

41. 61 ICD–9  
or 130 ICD–10  
Infant Cause Recode

 192–194 A recode of the ICD–9 or ICD–10 cause code into 61 or 
130 groups for use in NCHS publications. Note that while 
records for all age groups will have a recode in this field 
(positions 192–194), the field is only applicable when 
compiling statistics on infants under age 1 year.

Code ranges: ICD–9 (010–680), not inclusive; ICD–10 
(001–158), not inclusive.

MULTIPLE CAUSES: ENTITY-AXIS CONDITIONS

ENTITY-AXIS CONDITIONS

Refer to Appendix B for more 
information on entity-axis 
codes (or conditions).

197–336 Space has been provided for a maximum of 20 conditions. 
Each condition takes 7 positions in the record. Records 
that do not have 20 conditions are blank in the unused 
positions or area.

Position 1: Part/line number on certificate 
1 ….. Part I, line 1 (a) 
2 ….. Part I, line 2 (b) 
3 ….. Part I, line 3 (c) 
4 ….. Part I, line 4 (d) 
5 ….. Part I, line 5 (e) 
6 ….. Part II

Position 2: Sequence of condition within part/line code 
range: 1–7

Position 3–6: Condition code (See ICD–9 or ICD–10 
codes on your NDI Search Results CD.)  
NOTE: Whenever a four-position code occurs, an implied 
decimal always occurs after the third position.

Position 7: Nature of Injury flag (only for ICD–9 codes)
1 ..... Indicates that the code in positions 3–6 is a Nature 
of Injury ICD–9 code

0 …. All other codes

43. 1st Condition 197–203

44. 2nd Condition 204–210

45. 3rd Condition 211–217

46. 4th Condition 218–224

47. 5th Condition 225–231

48. 6th Condition 232–238

49. 7th Condition 239–245

50. 8th Condition 246–252

51. 9th Condition 253–259
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Exhibit 8

Record Layout for Cause File [ CAUSE ]—Cont.

Data Elements Positions Code Structure

52.  10th Condition  260–266

53.  11th Condition  267–273

54.  12th Condition  274–280

55.  13th Condition  281–287

56.  14th Condition  288–294

57.  15th Condition  295–301

58.  16th Condition  302–308

59.  17th Condition  309–315

60.  18th Condition  316–322

61.  19th Condition  323–329

62.  20th Condition  330–336

MULTIPLE CAUSES: RECORD-AXIS CONDITIONS

63. Number of Record Axis 
Conditions

 337–338 Code range: 00–20

RECORD-AXIS CONDITIONS

Refer to Appendix B for more 
information on record-axis 
codes (or conditions).

Space has been provided for a maximum of 20 conditions. 
Each condition takes 5 positions in the record. Records 
that do not have 20 conditions are blank in the unused 
positions or area.

Positions 1–4: Condition Code (see ICD–9 or ICD–10 
codes on your NDI Search Results CD.) NOTE: 
Whenever a four-position code occurs, an implied decimal 
always occurs after the third position.

Position 5: Nature of Injury Flag (only for ICD–9 codes)

1 ..... Indicates that the code in position 1–4 is a Nature 
of Injury ICD–9 code

0 ..... All other codes

64. 1st Condition 339–343

65. 2nd Condition 344–348

66. 3rd Condition 349–353

67. 4th Condition 354–358

68. 5th Condition 359–363

69. 6th Condition 364–368

70. 7th Condition 369–373

71. 8th Condition 374–378

72. 9th Condition 379–383

73. 10th Condition 384–388

74. 11th Condition 389–393

75. 12th Condition 394–398

76. 13th Condition 399–403

77. 14th Condition 404–408
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Exhibit 8

Record Layout for Cause File [ CAUSE ]—Cont.

Data Elements Positions Code Structure

78. 15th Condition 409–413

79. 16th Condition 414–418

80. 17th Condition 419–423

81. 18th Condition 424–428

82. 19th Condition 429–433

83. 20th Condition 434–438
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Cause of Death Report [ PRTCAUSE ]
The PRTCAUSE  file represents the PRINTCAUSE file.

The PRTCAUSE  file contains the Cause of Death 
Report that is formatted solely to generate an easy-
to-read printout of the same coded causes of death 
included in the Cause of Death File (CAUSE file). An 
example of a printed page of this report appears in 
Exhibit 9. The cause of death codes used in Exhibit 9 are 
intended only to show the relative positions and lengths 
of the cause of death codes that would appear in an 
actual report.

The PRTCAUSE  file is intended primarily for NDI 
users who:

3. Submit a small number of records for an NDI Plus 
search. (Note: If you submitted a large volume of 
records, your PRTCAUSE  file may contain only 
a partial listing of your search results.)

4. Expect to identify only a small number of deaths.

5. Do not plan to write computer programs to link 
the coded causes of death from the CAUSE file 
with other data on the study subjects.

6. Want to quickly inspect the coded causes of death 
associated with true NDI record matches.

As discussed with the CAUSE file in the previous 
section, the PRTCAUSE  file also lists only those NDI 
record matches that were either ranked first among the 
possible matches or received probabilistic scores high 
enough to be assumed to be TRUE matches. Based on 
the probabilistic score, each record is assigned a Status 
Code. The Status Codes can be found in the last column 
of the printed PRTCAUSE  file. Each NDI record match 
listed will have either a status code of “1” (meaning 
TRUE match; assumed dead) or a status code of “0” 
(meaning FALSE match; assumed alive).

NOTE: Most NDI record matches that are good 
enough to be assigned a Status Code of 1 will 
also tend to be ranked first in the list of possible 
matches. However, the Status Codes are intended 
only as a guide for the NDI user. The probabilistic 
scoring system gives fairly conservative results. 
Consequently, most of the records assigned a Status 
Code of 1 will actually be TRUE matches, while a 
number of additional TRUE matches may be found 
among those records assigned the Status Code of 0 
(meaning a FALSE match; assumed alive). IT IS THE 
USER’S RESPONSIBILITY TO MAKE A FINAL 

DETERMINATION OF THE TRUE AND FALSE 
MATCHES. Refer to Appendix A for information on 
the assignment of probabilistic scores.

The order in which possible NDI record matches are 
listed in the printed Cause of Death Report is as follows:

1. The matches are first grouped BY STATE (in 
alphabetical order; however, Puerto Rico and 
Virgin Islands are listed last).

2. The matches are then listed BY YEAR OF 
DEATH (in ascending order).

3. Within a given year, the matches are listed BY 
DEATH CERTIFICATE NUMBER (in ascending 
order).

Refer to your “NDI Search Results” CD for files 
containing lists of all ICD cause of death codes. To 
better understand the various cause of death codes 
and conditions, you are strongly encouraged to 
review Appendix B of this Users Guide first. Note that 
ICD–9 codes are used for deaths occurring through 
1998, and ICD–10 codes are used from 1999 onward. 
Furthermore, all ICD–10 codes start with an alpha 
character while ICD–9 codes are composed only of 
numbers.

Underlying cause of death: The following informa-
tion about the codes for underlying cause of death and 
multiple causes of death is repeated from item 38 of the 
CAUSE file in the previous section:

Note: Whenever the ICD code has four positions, a 
decimal is implied after the third position. The fourth 
position is blank for those causes that do not have a 
4th digit. Also note that the ICD–9 codes for External 
Causes of Death are actually E800–E999; however, for 
data processing purposes, NCHS never includes the 
letter “E” in the first position. Any 800–999 codes listed 
in the underlying cause of death box in Exhibit 9 are 
external cause codes. Do not confuse these external 
cause codes with the ICD–9 Nature of Injury codes 
(800–999), which can only appear in the multiple-cause 
rows for entity-axis conditions and for record-axis 
conditions. Nature of Injury codes are never used for 
the underlying cause of death. (Refer to your “NDI 
Search Results” CD for a separate list of ICD–9 Nature 
of Injury codes. For ICD–10, the Nature of Injury codes 
and the External Causes of Death codes do not overlap. 
ICD–10 Nature of Injury codes range from S00 through 
T98, and External Causes of Death codes range from 
U01 through Y89.)
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Entity-axis conditions: Each of these codes includes a 
prefix that indicates the relative order in which the con-
dition was listed in the cause of death section of a death 
certificate. These prefixes are in positions 1–2. Positions 
3–6 are the actual conditions—with an implied decimal 
after the 5th position. The 7th position is the Nature of 
Injury flag (only for ICD–9 codes). These various posi-
tions are further described as follows:

Space has been provided for a maximum of 20 
conditions. Each condition takes 7 positions in the 
record. Records that do not have 20 conditions are blank 
in the unused positions or area.

Position 1: Part/line number on certificate

1 .......... Part I, line 1 (a)

2 .......... Part I, line 2 (b)

3 .......... Part I, line 3 (c)

4 .......... Part I, line 4 (d)

5 .......... Part I, line 5 (e)

6 .......... Part II

Position 2: Sequence of condition within part/line—
Code range: 1–7

Positions 3-6: Condition code (See files containing 
ICD–9 and ICD–10 codes on your “NDI Search Results” 
CD.) Note: Whenever a 4-position condition code oc-
curs, a decimal is always implied after the 3rd position 
of that condition code.

Position 7: Nature of Injury flag (only for ICD–9 codes)

1  ....... Indicates that the code in positions 3–6 is a 
Nature of Injury ICD–9 code

0  ....... All other codes

Record-axis conditions: Whenever a 4-position code 
occurs, a decimal is always implied after the 3rd posi-
tion. Record axis codes and conditions are further 
described as follows:

Space has been provided for a maximum of 20 
conditions. Each condition takes five positions in the 
record. Records that do not have 20 conditions are blank 
in the unused positions or area.

Positions 1–4: Condition code (See files containing 
ICD–9 and ICD–10 codes on your “NDI Search Results” 
CD.) 

Position 5: Nature of Injury flag (only for ICD–9 codes)

1  ....... Indicates that the code in position 1–4 is a 
Nature of Injury ICD–9 code

0  ....... All other codes
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Exhibit 9

  Cause of Death Report [ PRTCAUSE ]
All names and other data elements used in this exhibit are hypothetical.
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intended to assist the state vital statistics offices 
in confirming that they are releasing the correct 
certificate.

5. The column labeled “ID or CONTROL Number” 
represents the ID or control number that appears 
in positions 82–91 of the user record. (NCHS will 
assign a number if one is not provided by the user; 
for example, ID000001, ID000002, ID000003, 
etc.)

6. The column labeled Optional User Data contains 
data that appear in positions 92–97 of the user 
record. (This information is left blank if a user 
record does not contain optional user data.) These 
optional user data are usually provided by the 
user as date of last contact or date of death.

7. The column labeled “Record Number” contains 
the sequence numbers assigned to NDI record 
matches listed for a particular state. These 
numbers are intended to make it easier to refer to 
specific NDI records listed for that state.

8. After you have carefully evaluated each possible 
NDI record match listed in the NDI Retrieval 
Report:

a. Check off boxes on the left of the Death 
Certificate Request Forms for those death 
certificates you would like to obtain from 
each state office.

b. Contact the appropriate state offices to 
determine (1) their fees, (2) how to make 
out the checks, and (3) what additional 
information you need to attach before the 
office will release copies of the requested 
certificates.

c. Always complete the first page of a state’s 
Death Certificate Request Form. To 
minimize the number of pages sent to a 
particular state, eliminate all other pages 
that do not contain requests for any death 
certificates; that is, those that do not have any 
check marks in the lefthand boxes.

d. Include a copy of your NDI application form 
with your requests for state certificates.

e. Mail the forms to the appropriate state 
offices. Attach your payment to each form 
and include any additional information the 
state may require. The NCHS website has 
information on how to contact each state 

Death Certificate Request Forms  
[ REQFORMS ]

General information
1. The REQFORMS file contains a list of all the 

possible NDI record matches grouped by the 
states (registration areas) in which the deaths 
occurred. (Note: If you submitted a large volume 
of records, your REQFORMS file may only 
contain a partial listing of your Request Forms.) 
If you need death certificates for your study, you 
are encouraged to use these Death Certificate 
Request Forms for requesting copies of death 
certificates from state vital statistics offices. Listed 
below are a few reasons why an NDI user may 
find it necessary to purchase some copies of death 
certificates directly from the states: 

a. Whenever you feel that a true match has 
occurred for other than a first ranked (or 
highly probable) NDI match. (However, call 
NDI staff before requesting such state death 
certificates to see if the staff can provide 
you with cause of death codes for the true 
matches you selected.) 

b. To confirm whether questionable matches 
are actually true matches, especially when 
only phonetic rather than exact agreements 
occur on the names of the study subjects.

c. To obtain other statistical information from 
the death certificate such as place of death, 
education, or industry or occupation data.

d. To be able to initiate follow-back 
investigations involving contacts with next of 
kin, physicians, or hospitals. 

e. Whenever the coded cause of death 
information is NOT AVAILABLE for a 
matching NDI record.

2. A separate Death Certificate Request Form is 
generated for each state that had at least one NDI 
record match. A sample form for one state is 
presented in Exhibit 10.

3. The NDI record matches for each state are sorted 
(in ascending order) first by year of death and 
then by death certificate number.

4. Selected information from each matching user 
record is presented with the NDI record. This is 
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and on each state’s procedures for obtaining 
copies of death certificates, available from: 
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/w2w.htm.

f. State offices are encouraged to return these 
forms to you when they send you copies 
of the requested certificates. Each form 
has space for the state office to indicate 
how many certificates were furnished, 
how many certificates were not furnished, 
which certificates were not furnished, and 
the reason a particular certificate was not 
furnished.

9. A copy of the U.S. Standard Certificate of Death 
appears in Exhibit 11 with instructions for 
completing the cause of death sections appearing 
in Exhibit 11A. 

Matching User Records [ MATCH ],  
Nonmatching User Records [ NOMATCH ],  
and Rejected User Records [ REJECTS ]
1. These three files contain only the user record 

information you provided. These records are 
in the same record format as the records you 
submitted to NCHS.

2. The user records are grouped as follows:

a. Matching users records (MATCH file): 
Contains user records involved in a possible 
match with at least one NDI record. 

b. Nonmatching user records (NOMATCH 
file): Contains user records not involved in 
any match with NDI records.

c. Rejected user records (REJECTS file): 
Contains user records that failed to satisfy 
the basic criteria of the NDI edit program and 
were thus rejected prior to the search of the 
NDI file.

3. These three files are generated strictly for your 
information. They potentially can be used as 
follows:

a. MATCH file: After you determine which of 
the MATCHING USER RECORDS were 
not involved in true matches, you can delete 
these records from the MATCH file and add 
them to the NOMATCH file.

b. NOMATCH file: This file may be saved and 
then resubmitted to NCHS for repeat NDI file 
searches as subsequent years of death become 
available.

c. REJECTS file: Each record on this file was 
REJECTED because it did not contain at 
least a first and last name and either a Social 
Security number or a month and year of 
birth. Note, however, that if a user record 
does not contain a first and last name, it 
will not be rejected as long as it at least has a 
Social Security number, date of birth, and sex. 
If the missing information on some or all of 
these user records can be obtained and added 
to the file, the records could be resubmitted 
for an NDI file search at no extra charge.

4. The record format and code structure for the 
user records on these three files are presented in 
Exhibit 2, Chapter 2.
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Exhibit 10

Death Certificate Request [ REQFORMS ]
All names and other data elements used in this exhibit are hypothetical.
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Exhibit 11

U.S. Standard Certificate of Death
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Exhibit 11A

Cause of Death—Background, Examples, and Common Problems




